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WHY IS THIS TOPIC SO
IMPORTANT?

Understand what dementia is, variants, and what to expect

Define our mission when working with this population

 Every person has a story

 How do we express ourselves?

GOALS &
OBJECTIVES

Define our role and the part we can play with these clients

Discuss communication and behavior in dementia care

 Through language
 Through behavior

Discuss interventions and what we can do to target challenging
behaviors and facilitate a more content patient
Apply the learning to case studies and to the environment around
us

 Dementia can be intimidating

DEMENTIA
 What is dementia?
 Not a disease itself, but a group of symptoms that can

accompany certain conditions/diseases
 Dementia causes a decline in memory, language, problem-solving

and thinking skills
 Person is less able to manage daily activities and care for themselves

 Alzheimer's disease

TYPES OF DEMENTIA

 Most common form of dementia
 Progressive, slowly gets worse over time
 No known cure

 Vascular Dementia
 Onset is more sudden and abrupt
 More common in men
 Stepwise progression

 Lewy Body Dementia
 Fluctuating course
 Often presents with hallucinations

 Who can be affected?

 Frontotemporal Dementia

 Dementia affects 1 in 3 people over 65; 2 in 3 people over 85

 Presents earlier (40’s, 50’s)

 5.3 million Americans are affected… by 2050, 14-16 MILLION will be affected

 Personality changes before memory loss

 60-85% of residents in sub-acute nursing facilities have Alzheimer’s dementia

 Difficulty speaking and word finding
 Aggression
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WHAT TO EXPECT FROM YOUR PATIENT WITH DEMENTIA

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM YOUR PATIENT

 Anorexia/not eating

 Sundowning

 Used to being in charge



Also known as “late-day confusion.”



Oral pain



Confusion and agitation may get worse in the
late afternoon and evening



Visual issues



Think about your persons role



Colors, contrasts



Older, shown respect, matriarch/patriarch



Sweetness

 Wandering


Disorientation leads to wandering



Trying to escape from something?



Anxiety, Stress, Over-stimulation



Conversation

 Refusals


Misinterpretation of situation



Refusing medication

 Confabulating*


May be reliving past memories



Ability to cope gets less and less



False information they believe is true



Can have physical cause



Hallucinations?



Change of circumstance



Fatigue

 Low stress threshold

 Fidgeting


Can be a sign of anxiety or agitation

 Frustration


Inability to communicate



Feel like an ‘alien’

MISSION FOR CARE
To provide a comfortable, safe, and secure home for those who need help with
the activities of daily living, in a caring atmosphere of respect and dignity.
 Changing our outlook: Negative  Positive*
 Instead of focusing on what a person cannot do, change your perspective to what they can

 You may be thinking:

“When am I going to have time to sit down and make these connections with

my patients, when I am trying to manage a whole caseload?”

do.
 Answer:

 Talking changes thinking!
 Use your language to change your own perspective.
 For example, Instead of using child-like and infantilizing language

(“diaper” “bib”) use (“pad” “clothing protector”); instead of
judgmental language (“wanderer” use “walker” ; instead of
“feeder” use “prefers finger foods”).

 Once you have this way of thinking, you can’t turn your back on it!



By getting into the good ‘habits’ of communication that we teach in this seminar, you will be much less likely to
incite the problems that are the most common cause of behavioral outbursts



Investing the time in making your patients comfortable and trusting of you will pay off when you are trying to
communicate with them!



There is no ‘magic button’ you can press to manage behavior- this seminar seeks to teaches you how to use
YOURSELF as a therapeutic tool

 Abilities remain at every stage of dementia!

Negative perspective

Positive perspective

Wanderer
Sad/unengaged

LAB BREAK:

Can’t feed themselves
Rummages

CHANGING YOUR
PERSPECTIVE

Difficult/Challenging
Unfriendly
Repetitive
Agitated
Aggressive
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Negative perspective

Positive perspective

Wanderer

Has ability to walk

Sad/unengaged

Excited about interests

Can’t feed themselves

Eats finger foods

Rummages

Has ability to use their hands

Difficult/Challenging

Spunky, Feisty, Creative

Unfriendly

Heart of gold

Repetitive

Loves to talk about past memories

Agitated

Frustrated about something

Aggressive

Frightened about something

GOALS: WHAT ARE OUR GOALS AS A
TEAM?

WHAT IS MY ROLE?
 Your role: all staff have a vital role in successful

management of dementia treatment programs
 How you present yourself to someone who is

frightened, in pain, for whom the world is scary
and confusing
 What you can bring to the table- past experiences,

interests, your skills and uniqueness
 Example: people person, good listener, funny, kind,

empathetic, interested in similar things,

COMMUNICATION & BEHAVIOR
IN DEMENTIA CARE
 How do you communicate as a team?

 Safety
 Reducing falls, keeping patients safe from

self-neglect, keeping staff members safe
from confrontational behaviors

 Satisfaction

 Health

 Behavior IS Communication

 Reduce dehydration, UTIs, improve overall

wellness and quality of life

 Challenges must be met by a CHANGE in COMMUNICATION

 Successful facility
 Good communication between staff

 Content and happy residents, family happy

with care being given, caregivers and staff
happy with their roles

 Behavioral problems arise out of:

members, sense of fulfillment in role,
decreased frustration between residents
and staff

 Pain (#1 cause of all behaviors)
 Fear
 Inability to express an unmet need
 Loss of sense of self
 Inappropriate expectations from a caregiver (us!) - 90% of problems triggered by us!

COMMUNICATION & BEHAVIOR IN DEMENTIA CARE
 A person’s cognition can fluctuate throughout the day

WHAT KIND OF ‘CHALLENGING’ BEHAVIORS CAN WE EXPECT?



 Memory
 Understanding and speed of understanding
 Attention span

 Look for the trigger behind the behavior: for example; sun-downing, refusal, low stress threshold



Restlessness



Personal value



Walking around, getting up frequently



Sense of control; social ease



Fidgety



A feeling that all will be alright



Difficult to understand



Going from Green to Red quickly- only pausing in
between; (reverse also true!)



Last in, first out- memories



Not making much ‘sense’



Sun-downing



Flat affect

 Alertness level

 It is our job to figure out what it is!

Repetitively asking questions



Related to: fatiguing quickly



Low stress threshold



Agitation


Are you recognizing the true cause of the ‘agitation’?



Can escalate to aggression
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WHAT CAN WE DO?
 Think about the person
 Learn from the expert

 Don’t ask questions
 Questions of any kind challenge the person to consider all options to answer- which is a skill they no

QUICK DETOUR: PLAYING ‘VERBAL PING-PONG’
1.

Choose an ‘acceptable’ topic

2.

Warm up with general small talk/waffle (weather, observations around yourselves, chores)

3.

Send first ball over: try different topics (“Some people say…”, “I’ve heard that…”, “I guess that…” example: “I guess
a lot of people are cooking turkey this time of year”, “I think there are many families at the shore in this weather”)

4.

As soon as the ‘ball’ comes back, give it a gentle return with an extremely enthusiastic positive response (“That’s
awesome!”, “I never knew that!” “That makes a lot of sense!”)

longer possess

5.

Notice the words that your person has used and mirror the words, speed, delivery, gestures back after a moment

 No questions = happy, functioning client.

6.

Match their body language and emotionality

 Questions= stress, strain, eventually turning into a challenging behavior

7.

Once the back and forth is going smoothly, use minimal nods, smiles, words to keep it going

8.

Once the ping-pong is established, keep it going and be the first one to cue in therapeutic activities (meal/drink, selfcare activity). Stop before your person gets too tired- and always allow them to help you as the less “knowledgeable”
player!

 Small talk*….not ‘small’! Actually very skilled
 ‘Verbal ping pong’

WHAT CAN WE DO?
 Never contradict

WHAT CAN WE DO?
 Recycle Acceptable Experiences: RAE

 Validate… but do not embellish (example: snake); echoing

 If something works- do it again, and again, and again!

 Analyze the context

 Your patient with dementia will continue to enjoy the same

 Distract using a preferred conversational technique

experiences

 “Silly me”

 Watch your body language, tone of voice, facial expressions
 SPOT: Observation Training
 Try out different topics to see what works best on a scale of 1 to 10
 Communicate these topics to each other
 Identify themes and build off them- write them down for all to see

 Redirect
 “bus stop” example

DEALING WITH AGITATION AND AGGRESSION

 Non-verbal communication is extremely powerful and can cause

stress and fear in your patient

 Your patient will know on some level if you are speaking under

your breath, slamming doors, or letting your irritation show

 Self feeding reduces aspiration by 30%
 Process of self feeding

DEALING WITH AGITATION AND AGGRESSION

 Crisis Prevention Interventions
 Reducing Triggers for Agitation
 Structured, consistent daily schedule
 Reducing overstimulation: decrease bright lights, lowering hallway noise, turning off TV
 Familiar environment- Feeling of security: personal touches in room, pictures from earlier in their

lives (e.g. wedding photo, pictures of children)

 If your patient is becoming more agitated and you fear

aggression:
 Stay calm, speak in a lowered tone
 Approach from side, not confrontational
 Do not argue or correct
 Echo sounds and words used, especially if they are

confused

 Try to avoid agitation
 Don’t rush: use your care approaches cheat sheet!
 Build rapport

 If other carers arrive to help, one voice should be used
 Avoid mechanical restraints
 Keep back to the door
 Bear in mind their developmental age

 Use visual cues
 Ask: how necessary is this?
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LAB BREAK: INTERVENING DURING CHALLENGING BEHAVIORS
LAB BREAK:

INTERVENING
DURING
CHALLENGING
BEHAVIORS

 How can we move away from asking questions?


Example- How are you? Are you hungry? What's wrong? Can I help you? Do you need to use the bathroom?



Try to have a two minute conversation with someone without asking any questions!



Some ideas: ‘You look good’ ‘I’m hungry, have some food with me’ ‘I hope you feel good’ ‘I would love to help you’
‘Come with me to the bathroom’

 Play Verbal Ping Pong
 Learn from the Expert


Never contradict


Feelings, not facts

 Redirect


Once rapport built and situation validated

SUPPORTING FAMILY MEMBERS
 Understanding family members, friends, and relatives
 Families of people with dementia are usually tired and distraught
 Trauma
 Guilt, anger
 Loss

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
 Help them to understand

CASE STUDIES TO APPLY OUR LEARNING!

 Person inside
 Stages of dementia
 Remaining abilities
 Behavior and communication

CASE STUDY: DORIS
CASE STUDY: DORIS

 Relevant information:
 Has lived in Care Facility for two years

 Medical:



Doris requires supervision to prevent falls when walking with her walker. Therefore, after lunch, she is asked to sit in
front of the nurses’ station so she can be monitored. She needs frequent reminders to remain seated. She will often
attempt to move charts or other items on the desk, putting items in piles. Staff provide magazines for her to read, but
she seems unable to maintain focus on these.



Over the past two weeks, she has had several incidents in the later afternoon when she has become very irritable
and aggressive toward staff and other residents. In each incident, she becomes more irritable in her seat and will
begin to shout and curse at staff when they ask her to remain seated. Her behavior seems to escalate at this point,
and she will strike out at anyone who is near her (staff or residents).



During these outbursts, staff move Doris away from others and provide one to one attention to ensure safety and
attempt to calm her down. She did respond well when a staff member brought her a cup of coffee and spent time
talking about her children.

 Alzheimer's
 Arthritis
 History of falls

 Communication:
 Speaks in word and phrases
 Difficult to understand when upset

 Life story:
 Has three children, seven grandchildren, who visit her every weekend
 Husband died several years ago
 Worked as an elementary school teacher
 Enjoys cooking and baking, and TV shows about cooking
 Was the main home keeper for her family
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CASE STUDY: DORIS
 What could be causing these outbursts?

CASE STUDY: DORIS

DORIS

 What could we change?

 Sundowning, overstimulation, fatigue, pain, indigestion/heartburn, UTI?

 Nap after lunch?

 What is currently being done to try to keep her calm and what is not working?

 Closer observation of her eating patterns- is everything agreeing with her?

 Staff tell her to sit- she does not understand why she can't walk

 Safer or less stimulating environment after lunch- another room for supervision- or decreasing

stimulation at nurses' station?

 Magazines not meaningful and not grasping her attention

 More meaningful tasks- photo album of children?

 What works?

 Learn from the expert- what does she enjoy and how can we incorporate that into her day?

 Decreasing stimulation, conversation

 Lonely- can we spent more time conversing or set her up to talk to another resident that she enjoys?

 Reminiscence, about children

CASE STUDY: JOHN
CASE STUDY: JOHN

 Relevant information


Has lived in Care Home for one year after his daughter was no longer able to cope with caring for him



Medical:







Vascular Dementia



Stroke



High BP

Communication


Speaks in sentences



Hard of hearing



John seems to enjoy his life in the care home, and gets on well with the other residents. He eats well, and often stays
for a while in the cafeteria after meals, watching TV. John has fallen asleep in his chair in the café many afternoons.
He walks with a cane though he often leaves the cane and uses the wall or furniture to stabilize himself when
walking. He often tries to start conversations with staff and residents, although they have trouble understanding his
speech at times due to a past stroke.



Recently, staff report that John becomes very upset and agitated in the evening, when he is engaged to complete his
evening shower. He refuses to undress, and when the staff attempt to explain to him that he needs to complete his
self-care routine, he ignores them or starts waving and flapping his hands in a way that the staff find threatening. He
sometimes gets put to bed but will attempt to get out of bed multiple times as the evening progresses.



During this period of escalation, staff usually sit with John in his chair and turn on TV until he becomes quieter. He
also enjoys going for a walk around the facility with one of the male aides, and talking about his time in the war.

Life Story


Has two sons and two daughters



Widower for two years



Was a factory manager



Loves gardening, history, WW2 buff



Family describe him as ‘competitive’

CASE STUDY: JOHN
 What could be causing these outbursts?
 Feeling threatened, misinterpretation of situation, fatigue, low stress threshold?

 What is currently being done to try to keep him calm and what is not working?
 Staff tell him to shower, he does not want to
 He is ‘ignoring’ staff, flapping his hands, becoming upset

 What works?

CASE STUDY: JOHN
 What could we change?
 Self-Care routine to morning or afternoon, when less fatigued/higher stress threshold?
 Decrease questions, make instructions more clear
 Ask family for personal belongings, especially those used for self-care (familiar towels, soap/shampoo,

bath mat)

 Using visual assists, as he is HOH and may be misunderstanding situation?
 Male staff for self-care, if John is more comfortable with male helpers?
 Using sink baths (with warm water)

 Walking, reminiscence

 Recognizing when John is becoming upset and engaging in de-escalation techniques: verbal ping pong,

 De-escalating by not pressing the issue, sitting with John, watching TV

 Observe for muscle cramps at nighttime- hydrated, medication, physically fatigued enough, not emotional

reminiscence

 Incorporate evening walks into his routine, to ensure that he is more likely to sleep well
 Learn from the expert- what does he enjoy and how can we incorporate that into his day?
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IN CONCLUSION:
 There are many variants of dementia, and a growing population of people with this condition.
 Behavior is Communication!
 Most often, our clients are misunderstood, confused and frightened

CONCLUSION
WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

 We have a huge role to play!
 With genuine empathy and understanding we can make a huge difference to their quality of life
 A few simple techniques and tricks can be used to target challenging behaviors and facilitate a more

content patient

 These can become second nature to caregivers
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